
of Michigan to et a list of signatur for petition to tUo-Prosidoat Johnson

asking that the United States stop the iat.raal into rf.rsn..-i4th. ..thea.t-Asia-

in the internal. affairs of Southeast Lisa. asked to sign. ant to get as aUy of my
$

colleagues " meo to sign it as possible. The pap.;/told shortly afterwards

how this professor was one of the groups that were received. by t r.siteat

Johnson, and. how he ... that the United. States absolutely have no business

interfering in the internal afThire of Vietnam. What a aags has some ever to

our educational system. What has brought it about. Who are the extremists?
E'tr st,

Let us look for a minute at one or two passages from the word of God.. /1 would

like to call your attention to the 20th chapter of Luke. Iduaisn is a difficult
for him 4ve

fi.ld.// for the average person to asset, and it is easy/to say, Let us got some

money, and lot as vote great sum for education, but as to what kind of education

or how it shall be handled. the average person knows little about it, and. therefore,
shrug well,

it is easy for him to e-titk his shoulders, and. say/that we will leave this to

the 9-port. Indeed there are certain areas which must be left to 4. experts,

but it is the duty of every person to make Judgment as to which experts are to be

given the task and how the next generation of experts are to be trained, and. endoctrinatsi

The liffisulties of the educational field. become apparent by sad. experiences.
fallen

Forty years ago, there was a college which has 4.aLewsti the Modernist hands, ant

leadership found. itself unable to carry on the college. £ £und.am.ntalist group

agreed to take over the college. This college in Iowa was turned over to them,
proceeded.

and. they/immediately to undertake to make into a thorough-going Christian college.

Unfortunately they had no expert in educational administration. N. one who seult
task

know how to handle the met-t.--properly. Eventually the leaders decided that

they artr simply order that it be closet town, and. eventually the leaders

decided simply order that this be ebsed down, and abandoned. Education is a

technieLl field.. It takes experts to run it. A person has to have a certain natural

gift and kee also has to have training

in educational administration, or he cannot be expected. to sake a success in this

field.
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